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Abstract: Green entrepreneurs have high risks in their carrier to implement their business and make them known to the society. There are many risks in the green entrepreneurship like environmental issues, societal issues etc. Green entrepreneurs should have the ability to overcome all the difficulties that comes from the society, as they have to take the decision which does not affect the environment. Green entrepreneurship gives more ideas to save the nature from the destruction. Green entrepreneurship is the business which does not affect the environment in the society. Many customers will come forward to support the green business as it does not affect the environment with this the green entrepreneurs can gain new customers to their organization. Green entrepreneurship is different from entrepreneurship. The customers need the awareness about the green products and services before they prefer to buy. Green entrepreneurs have to make the business sustain in the market for which they have to put much effort to make the business bloom in the market.
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INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurs are naturally risk takers in their business. An entrepreneur is a person who creates, manage the business concern for the benefit of the society, whereas green entrepreneurs have high risks in their carrier to implement their business and make them known to the society. There are many risks in the green entrepreneurship like environmental issues, societal issues etc. Green entrepreneurs should have the ability to overcome all the difficulties that comes from the society, as they have to take the decision which does not affect the environment. Nature is the main factor for the country’s wealth. Nature is destroyed due to the growth of many industrial organizations. Green entrepreneurship gives more ideas to save the nature from the destruction. Green entrepreneurship provides innovative opportunities to the people in order to protect the environmental factors from the destruction. (Yeter & Erol, 2015).

GREEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Green entrepreneurship is the business which does not affect the environment in the society. The decision has to be taken in order to save the environmental factors of the society. Many entrepreneurs will hesitate to be a green entrepreneur as it is too difficult to manage the business. They have to resist the pollution which affect the environment and cause the health problems. The production, services and operations of the business should cause a positive effect which will not affect the environment. The environmental sustainability of the nation helps the country’s economic growth. Green entrepreneurship is different from entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs do not have high risk as they have to take decision according to their business situations whereas green entrepreneurs have high risk taking factors they should focus not only their organization but also the environmental condition of the society. (Ali & Ralf, 2015)
ADVANTAGES OF GREEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

➢ Environment prosperity
Green entrepreneurship directly gives its benefits to the environment. Many customers will come forward to support the green business as it does not affect the environment with this the green entrepreneurs can gain new customers to their organization. They manage the business for the benefit of the society and they will not focus according to the profitable aspects in the business. They implement new and different ideas to the customers and run the business. (Fulvia, Marino, Sule, & Philipp, 2011)

➢ Benefit for the business
As the public support is high in the green business the green entrepreneurs can directly develop the public relations to execute new ideas to the customers. The manufacturing process of the green products should be monitored as the waste materials should not affect the environment. It is the benefit that green products do not contain much waste materials in the production process.

➢ Opportunities for improving business is increased
Green entrepreneurs may get many companies’ contacts for the improvement or any innovative ideas to implement for the benefit of the society and many non-profitable organizations also come forward to encourage the green business which is benefit to the people. The government agencies will also give their sponsorship or contract for the green business to implement their new ideas for society. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is consent to the companies to use the green product to earn the good will of the company. (Monu & Neelam, 2015).

➢ Government Incentives
As discussed earlier Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is strict with the business organizations to reduce the pollution in the manufacturing process of the industry. In green business there is no pollution in the process and there will be less waste materials so the government can provide incentives to the green entrepreneurs to highlight the business in the society and can also provide the benefit for the people. (Sharma & Kushwaha, 2015)

➢ Customer opinion
The local customer will have the better perception about the company as the surroundings are not highly affected, many technological based companies produce heavy smoke and sound by which the local customer or people cannot survive in that particular area of the industry. Whereas in the green business we can get positive response from the people and also it is benefit for the society as the company is situated in the local area. (John & Stephanie, 2008)

DISADVANTAGES OF GREEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

➢ Expenses
In green entrepreneurship the other expenses like raw materials, technological expenses, machinery, etc will cost much higher than compare to other products. The expenses for the green entrepreneurship are expensive and the product has to be launched with the high price in the market. It affects the customers who buy the products in cheap and best.

➢ Meager savings
As the expenses are high in the green entrepreneurship the saving they cannot afford much savings in the business. The entrepreneur has to keep his mindset for the expensive business rates in green business.
Time factor

Time factor plays a major role in the process of business but in green business, the process will consume much time in the business. The entrepreneur has to consider that his product should not contain any environmental impact. In ordinary business the decision making process will be quite delay but in green business it take much time to take the decision.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GREEN ENTREPRENEURS

Attract the customers

Green entrepreneurship is different from entrepreneurship. The customers need the awareness about the green products and services before they prefer to buy. Generally many customers does not pay attention about green products as they have trending options in their mind, but the green entrepreneurs should make the customer understand about the benefits of consuming the green products in the business. Many customers will think about the green products will cost much to buy but the green entrepreneurs should make note that they have to encourage the customer that purchasing the green products will give them positive impact.

Renovation of knowledge

The green entrepreneurs should be updated as they have high risk in the market and also many competitive products, they have to develop themselves like reading the business news, attending the conferences, taking lectures in seminars etc. so these skills will effectively help the green entrepreneurs grow in the market. The green entrepreneurs have to give much importance to skill based practices that makes them to be an effective entrepreneur in the green business.

Perpetuation of market

Green entrepreneurs have to make the business sustain in the market for which they have to put much effort to make the business bloom in the market. The distribution of the products and services should reach the customer in a feasible way. As it is green business the green entrepreneurs have to give more importance to the packing and transporting the products to another place and also the wastage of the materials should be highly reduced. Thus green entrepreneurs have many responsibilities in the career not only for the business but also for the society.

CONCLUSION

The green entrepreneurs should have enough capital to manage the business effectively as it costs higher than other business manufacturing process. The tax rate will also be higher and the expenses for marketing the products may cost higher and the transportation charges and machineries may cost higher as the cost plays a major role to sustain the green business, so the green entrepreneurs have to be prepared in all aspects to put the effort highly to attract the customers and make them purchase the green products. The decision making process is quite risky in green entrepreneurship as they have to come out with the decision that does not cause any environmental impact in the society.
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